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Super bright Cree LED s
Features:

RF Remote control
App screen shot

Durable Machined aluminum housing.



Super bright Cree LED bulbs.



Unique Polycarbonate tube light diffuser.



RF Remote and no remote versions available.



Adjustable Rare earth magnetic mounts.



Standard 4 x AA battery power.



Water resistant design

AAC Exclusive

E

ven in daylight the inside of a covered truck bed can be very dark
up near the front. The Brite-Saber Truck Bed utility light is
designed to provide much needed light under truck bed covers
when you need it, day or night. With its rare earth mounting magnets the
light can be installed at the front of the bed and using the RF remote be
easily turned on and off. The mounts are adjustable and allow rotation of
the light tube to get light where you need it most. It can be used for
working on vehicles, camping, emergency lighting and much more. With
O-Ring seals at all of the critical points rain and even direct hosing down
will not damage the light.
Features; Super Bright Cree LED s, standard AA battery power, water
resistant design and machined aluminum construction for durability,
Polycarbonate light tube, RF remote for control up to 40 feet away,
adjustable rare earth magnetic mounts, optional quick release
permanent mount system.

www.aacbrands.com



Truck Bed Utility Light

Machined aluminum and polycarbonate construction
for unbeatable durability.

Advanced Accessory Concepts
509 North Smith Avenue Unit 101
Corona, CA 92880 951.339.1460

Truck Bed Utility Light

Use the Brite-saber LED to illuminate the entire bed under a tonneau cover. Mounted in the front of the bed where it helps
the most, the remote allows it to be turned on and off without having to climb in and reach it. Mounted at the rear it is easily
accessible for use as a utility light.
For camping, use it to illuminate an entire tent when mounted to the ceiling. The remote lets you turn it on and off without
having to leave the comfort of your sleeping bag.
The magnets make it convenient as a work light in an engine bay or under the vehicle, they are adjustable in and out on the
battery tube and also swivel around it. This allows mounting on different sized and angled surfaces.
The beam is more like a uorescent tube and not as directional as a traditional ashlight. This gives a pool of light over a
larger area much making it much easier to work on projects without having to move the light around.
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